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Whether the “new normal” will become our “forever normal” over the next year or two is starting to be examined by researchers and professionals across the spectrum of human endeavor. There is no argument that life on Earth as we knew it is now truly ever-changing. The French saying *Plus les choses changent, plus elles restent les mêmes* may finally be put to the test.

The specific idea for this column came from a report issued in November 2020 by Cactus Communications entitled “Imaging the Post-COVID World of Scholarly Communication.” Authored by senior staff of the various Cactus companies and divisions, it is a thoughtful look at discrete areas concerning publishers. Starting with transforming workflows through discovering revenue streams to incorporating virtual approaches and evolving operating models, they explore the current state of technologies and extrapolate how these will affect our near-term future. You can download the entire report here: https://cactusglobal.com/downloads/imagining-the-post-covid-world-of-scholarly-communication.pdf

Scholarly publishing in the wake of COVID-19
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2020.06.048

Scientific globalism during a global crisis: research collaboration and open access publications on COVID-19
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10734-020-00589-0

Micropublishing during and after the COVID-19 era
https://doi.org/10.1525/collabra.370

Editorial—embracing how scholarly publishing can build a new research culture, post-COVID-19
https://doi.org/10.3390/publications8020026

Open-access publishing and the coronavirus
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/05/15/coronavirus-may-be-encouraging-publishers-pursue-open-access

Covid-19 is an opportunity for gender equality within the workplace and at home
Wenham C, Smith J, Morgan R. BMJ. 2020;369:m1546
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.m1546

Publisher Actions
The following is a list of actions taken during the pandemic. Some may become the basis of publishers’ actions in the future.

What publishers are doing to help during the coronavirus pandemic

*A person who indulges in and desires information gathering and interpretation. The term was introduced in 2006 by neuroscientists Irving Biederman and Edward Vessel.
Below is a partial list of industry actions, which will be regularly updated at the above URL:

- https://www.macmillanlearning.com/college/us/content/covid19 (Macmillan Learning)
- https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html (Scholastic's Learn-At-Home)
- https://www.teachercreatedmaterials.com/teachers/free-home-learning/ (Teacher Created Materials)

In closing, I want to share some thoughts from Susan Robertson at Cambridge University, UK:

“As Phillip Mirowski once said; never let a good crisis go to waste. What can we do better when using digital technologies, mindful of also generating benefits like lowering our carbon footprint? What do we still need to do in-person, but in ways that are respectful of our right to social distance? And how can we hold on to the social, so that it finds expression not in the idea of distancing, but in creative ways of being together?”
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